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Reflecting on my own first attempts at writing a memoir, and watching my students and 
coaching clients work through their early memoir manuscripts, I’m struck by the obvious – that 
many of us make the same mistakes.  Some of these bumps in the road are an inevitable part of 
the introduction to a new world. But many can be avoided with wise, informed action. 
 
Below is a list of the ten most common challenges I see memoirists face, and actions that can 
resolve these problems or at least speed up the learning and reduce the frustrations. 
 

o 1  Failure to define - and limit - the scope of the memoir.  
o 2  Poor understanding of story and dramatic structure. 
o 3 Not grasping the power of scene and the appropriate balance of engaging and informing 

writing 
o 4  Succumbing to Doubt 
o 5  No commitment to regular writing schedule or ritual 
o 6  Ambiguous audience 
o 7  Assuming a chronological approach 
o 8  Unrealistic time expectations 
o 9  Unclear understanding of truth in memoir 
o 10. Lack of appreciation for the overall complexity of the project 

 
1. Failure to define - and limit - the scope of the memoir. 

If you’re building your first house, you wouldn’t attempt a thirty room castle. Yet many 
beginning memoirists do exactly that. They throw everything into their book. It starts at birth 
and goes to … today. It deals with growing up and falling down, with marriage and divorce, with 
parenting and the empty nest, sickness and health, with job and home and travel and pets and 
gardens and that horrible day in high school when …. Well, you get the picture. What are you 
writing about? A book, like a house, needs definition. 
 
The solution: 
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If you are serious about completing the project, put some parameters around it. Some of the 
most useful are: 

- Bookends. Pick a clear start and end point, something far closer together than birth and today. 
- Theme. What are you writing about? “Life” is not the answer. Nor is “Me.” Define the subject / 

theme, and then include only those scenes and times that grow out of that theme. There are as 
many possible themes as there are memoirists, but some of the most common are Coming of 
Age; Illness and Health; Parenting/Family; Travel; Addiction; Trauma; Cross-cultural experience 
etc. 

- Narrator’s Arc. Most good stories show a change over time in the protagonist (in memoir, 
usually the narrator) from X to Y. Once defined, the protagonist’s change, plus your theme, will 
help you to define your time frame and to select what to include and what to exclude. 
 

2. Poor understanding of story and dramatic structure. 
Beginning memoirists often don’t realize that a memoir, just like fiction, is a story.  If you think 
your memoir is about your life, you’re mistaken. Your memoir is about the story of a particular 
slice of your life. Story is driven by dramatic tension. Dramatic tension is driven by unmet 
desire. The main character in your memoir (typically you, the narrator) must have desires. The 
reader must understand what these desires are. The “plot” of your story moves forward as the 
narrator/protagonist runs into obstacles (external and internal) as she satisfies or fails to satisfy 
her desires.  
 
The solution: 
There are three possible solutions to this problem. 

 If you are an intuitively great story teller, go for it. If you have the gene, you’re fortunate and 
enjoy the ride.  

 If you’re not in category one, you can learn from those who do. The best ways to do this are to 
study master story tellers – choose books or movies that draw you in. Watch or read them once 
just to enjoy the ride, then go back over them and see if you can articulate (write it down) the 
actual steps that the writer uses to open, develop and close the story.  

 Study the art of story. There are good books on story structure (Try The Writer’s Journey by 
Christopher Vogler), or take a class that includes the topic, or research it on the web. If you’re 
not familiar with basic three act, dramatic story structure, start there. It’s basic. It’s classic. And 
it’s good. 
 
 

3. Not grasping the power of scene; not understanding the balance of Engaging and Informing 
writing 
Memoir is story. Story is made up of scenes. Most beginning writers and memoirists have very 
little understanding of what’s required for a good scene. What I see in my memoir classes is 
that most beginning memoirists think that writing a scene means informing the reader what 
happened. “Informing” the reader is a narrative technique that is useful for making transitions, 
summarizing, information dumps and reporting on relatively unimportant details. But informing 
is no substitute for Engaging the reader in the action. Informing will never create powerful, 
dramatic scenes that sweep the reader into their orbit. 



 
The solution: 
 
In my memoir class, I teach that scene is “Characters in Action around a Theme in a particular 
Setting,” abbreviated C.A.T.S.  Every good memoir writer must learn how to create effective 
scenes. Although “show don’t tell” is a classic writing trope, I teach a deeper writing philosophy 
that I call “Engaging and Informing.” Reread twenty pages from one of your favorite memoirs.  
Mark where the writer is “in scene” and where not, where the writer engages your emotions, 
and where she simply informs you of what happened. The two are vastly different. Study the 
scenes. See if you can understand how they are constructed. What is the beginning? The 
middle? The end? What makes the scene effective (or not)? What is the scene about, what is 
the theme? What literary techniques does the writer use, e.g. dialogue, description, suspense, 
sensual detail, metaphor, interior monologue etc. etc. Why is this scene important to the story? 
What do we learn about the characters from this scene? Do the characters change in any way? 
What’s the impact of the scene on the reader? What do you feel when you read the scene? 
Many writing books and classes teach about scene. One good resource is Raymond Obsfeld’s 
Crafting Scenes. 
 
The second part of the solution to the scene writing problem is understanding and 
implementing the difference between Engaging and Informing. If you’re not aware of these 
terms, start now to educate yourself. (See my blog or come to a workshop or class to learn 
more.) Engage and Inform is similar too, but deeper than the classic, “Show don’t tell.” The 
easiest way to understand the distinction is that “Engage” is everything that a camera can see. 
“Inform” is everything else. For example, if I write, “He was angry,” that is informing. The 
camera can’t see angry. If I write, “He kicked the dog and threw the plate across the room,” 
that is engaging. The camera can see the kick and the throw. You can hear the crash. The reader 
understands that the character is angry. The brain registers “engaging” in a very different way. 
There is, of course, a lot more to it than that. If this is new, make a point of noticing when a 
writer is engaging and when informing. Your reading experience will never be the same again. 
Nor will your writing.  
 

4. Deferring to Doubt 
 
Doubt is the patron demon of memoirists. Doubt says things like, “Who do you think you are? 
You think anyone is going to be interested in your pathetic, ordinary, little life? Look at this 
memoir, it’s not even well written. You’d be better spending your time watching TV and your 
money on popcorn.” 
 
Sooner or later, we all run smack into this devil, Doubt. Many memoirists do not survive the 
encounter. They crawl into the dungeon of doubting memoirists, and toss their manuscripts 
into the basket of broken dreams. The world and these writers are poorer for it. 
 
The solution: 
 



Doubt is relentless. If you let him get the upper hand, he will stomp on you ‘til you’re lower 
than whale shit on the bottom of the ocean. I know. I’ve been down there with him. You have 
three choices in trying to deal with doubt: 

1. Give in. Put your tail between your leg and run away. I don’t advocate this. 
2. Fight. Tell Doubt to get out of your life. This is fine, if you can win, but understand 

the Doubt has been around way longer than you. He’s an experienced and 
determined, battle hardened combatant. 

3. Make Friends with Doubt. Sit him down and ask what he wants to teach you. Find 
out why he’s haunting you. Asks what he needs, in order to become your friend. 
Counter-intuitive, I know, but you might be surprised. I urge you to write about the 
doubt. (Doubt, as you might guess from the title, is a major theme of my memoir, 
King of Doubt, so I know it can be done.) Make it a character. Dialogue with it. Draw 
it. Dance with it. Doubt can become a motivator, even a friend, if you open to it. 

 
 

5. No commitment to regular writing time or place 
 
Many people are swept up in the desire to write a memoir, be it as a legacy to the generations 
that follow, or with thoughts of publication for a wider audience. Often, they write a few 
vignettes based on the rush of initial enthusiasm, and then, at the first speed bump, they run 
out of momentum and stall. Writing a memoir is a marathon, not a sprint. It takes discipline and 
commitment.  
 
The Solution: 
 
Although there are many different ways to write, most memoirists who persist long enough to 
get the job done have one thing in common: they commit themselves to a regular writing 
schedule in an environment that is conducive to their own creative muse. What might this look 
like for you? 

- Optimum, is to write every day. This is not practical for everyone. Think about it. What can you 
reasonably do? Maybe it’s three hours a day, maybe it’s three hours a week. The exact number 
of hours is less important than setting the goal and sticking to it. Some writers prefer to hold 
themselves accountable for a given number of words per day / week etc. I prefer the time 
measure because I am not always actually writing words. I may be doing research, or editing, or 
working on marketing activities. I count these, because they are all part of the job.  

- Where and how will you write? You need a space and a layout that brings out the best in you. 
Some people work well in a public café or library. Others want privacy and quiet. Others (like 
me) prefer to mix it up, times at home, times in a café, times at the library. Regardless, I want a 
clean space, not one cluttered by temptations and reminders of all the other things calling me. 
What do you need? How can you create it? 
 

6. Ambiguous audience 
 



Who you are writing for? Different audiences respond to different manuscripts. Before you 
write, think about who you’re writing for. 
 
The Solution: 
 
There are three fundamental audiences: 

1. Yourself 
2. Family and Friends (or people who know you) 
3. A wider group, many of whom don’t know you. 

 
Any of these three can be a worthy audience, but each demands something very different. If 
you’re writing for yourself (what is often called a journal, a diary, morning pages etc.), then the 
only significant question is why are you doing this, and is the writing meeting your need. I 
consider this kind of writing to be “writing for transformation,” because the author’s main 
objective is usually personal growth and change. Journaling is a wonderful endeavor. There are 
many ways to go about it, and good books, websites (www.thegiftofwriting.com is one of the 
best) and conferences devoted solely to this endeavor. Go for it, enjoy, and grow. 
 
If you’re writing for family, friends or a close circle, then the issues become more complicated. 
How open or vulnerable are you willing to be? What are your boundaries in terms of self-
revelation? Do you have points of view that may offend others? Views of “truth” that may vary 
widely from how others remember or interpret what happened. If so, do you care? Will Aunt 
Sally feel left out if you don’t talk about her? Do you care? Family dynamics are always delicate, 
and memoir shines the spotlight on them. 
 
If you’re writing for a wider audience, i.e. wanting to publish, then the list of issues expands still 
farther. Who is your target audience and what do they want to hear about? What standard of 
writing do you need to hold yourself to? How is your book different from other books that 
might deal with the same or similar material? Any legal issues? How can you incorporate the 
techniques of fiction to bring your story and your characters to life? If you are intent on 
publishing and don’t have much previous professional experience, I urge you to find a writing 
coach / editor to help you navigate potentially treacherous waters. 
 

7. Assuming the chronological approach 
 
Every story has a structure, whether you think about it or not. Stories have a beginning, a 
middle, and an end. But what goes in each of these?  
 
Without thinking, many beginning memoirists fall into the trap of automatically writing a 
chronological story because it’s easy and it’s obvious. You begin at the beginning, then follow 
your nose. What happened next? And after that? Chronological can be OK, but it can also seem 
boring and obvious. Publishers (if that is what you’re after), by and large disparage it. At least, 
consider some options before going too far.  
 



The solution: 
 
Here are a few different structure options to consider: 
 

A. Dramatic Story Structure. This is a dramatic structure much beloved by novelists and film 
makers. I’ll give a simplified version here, but for more detail, search the internet or your book 
store for books and ideas on story structure. There’s a lot out there.  
Most basic story structure follows a path of rising tension, starting out with some kind of 
inciting incident (Act 1) followed by a series of obstacles / challenges and setbacks (Act 2), 
leading to Resolution (Act 3). 
 

B. Thematic Structure. Perhaps you want to talk about several different themes from your life, 
such as family, education, work, travel, or health. You could have a section for each of these, 
and within that section, go chronologically. 
 

C. Turning Points. One popular mode or organizing is to brainstorm major turning points in life, 
moments when you chose to go in a certain direction that then played a significant role in your 
life. You can start out by brainstorming such moments and then organizing around them. 
 

D. Braided Structure. If you want to play jazz on the chronological structure, try a braided 
narrative. This is the structure I used in my memoir, King of Doubt, in which I alternate or braid 
chapters between childhood and adult years. This worked well for me because I particularly 
wanted to hi-lite the impact of childhood events on the adult character. Readers tell me also 
that it adds extra interest and spice to the story. 
 

8. Unrealistic Time Expectations 
 
Writing a memoir (writing anything) takes work. It requires focus, discipline, commitment and 
perseverance. Some prospective memoirists leap in with all burners firing, then burn out after a 
short ride. The path to memoir completion is littered with enthusiastic starts that never finish. 
 
The Solution: 
 

A. Set your expectations. There is a huge range of time for writing a memoir, from start to finish. If 
you’re not an experie3nced writer, I advocate that you think in terms of 2 – 3 years for a full 
length book, 60,000 – 80,000 words. That’s two to three years of focused attention, where this 
is a major part of your life plan.  

B. Recognize that it’s a marathon, not a sprint. 
 

9. Unclear understanding of what is “truth” in memoir 
 
“Truth” is one of the big issues that every memoirist faces. How much to tell? What secrets to 
reveal? Who might be offended? Should I let others who might be offended read the 
manuscript in advance? What about others who see a particular event in a very different light? 



How vulnerable do I want to be? What will people think of me? Might I be sued? What about if 
I can’t remember exactly how something happened? And on and on. 
 
There are no universal answers to such questions. Every memoirist must think about such 
questions and come to his / her own decisions. I think about the truth issues as dividing 
between 1) truth about myself; 2) truth about others and 3) truth about events.  
 
 The Solution 
 

A. Truth about Myself. It’s not possible to write a memoir without wondering how people will 
view you. In the short space possible here, all I can say is that, in general, the more open and 
vulnerable you are, the more authentic your memoir will be, and the more your readers will 
tend to trust and empathize with you. We all have warts. I had to cringe a few times when I 
wrote scenes for King of Doubt  in which I felt embarrassed by my own behavior, but not once 
have I felt any criticism from a reader. In fact, the opposite. 
 

B. Truth about Others. First, the BIG question: why are you writing this “truth”? Revenge and 
resentment are very poor reasons for inclusion of anything in your memoir. If the R words 
factor in to your writing, I advise you to think again. If you have other motivations, then 
examine how essential is this information to your story. And assess the likely damage? Consider 
who it is that is likely to be offended, and what might be the implications. 
 

C. Truth about Events. A memoir is comprised of scenes, often scenes involving dialogue and 
behaviors that the author can’t fully remember. The question then becomes, if you can’t 
remember exactly what happened, can you write about it and represent it as truth? There have 
been books written about this topic, so here I can only answer this question briefly, and the 
brief answer, in my mind, at least, is “Yes.” You can introduce scenes with such caveats as, “The 
way I remember it is …” You can create dialogue that seems like it captures the essence of what 
was said. What is important is that the scene be emotionally true to your recollection. 
 
 
 
 
 

10. Lack of appreciation for the overall complexity of the project 
 
Writing a memoir, like most really satisfying tasks in life, is complex and demanding. As I discuss 
in my (forthcoming) book about memoir writing, Discover Your Story … The Joy of Mindful 
Writing, successful memoir writing rests on a three legged stool of Awareness, Discovery, and 
Expression. You will be tested. You will survive. If you apply the best practices, stay true to your 
experience, and persist, you will succeed and savor the experience as a highlight of your life. 
You will very likely come to know, appreciate, and forgive yourself in a way, perhaps, that you 
never have.  
 



A few last suggestions: 
 

A. Read memoir. Search in your favorite book store or on line. Find out what you like. Analyze to 
see what the author does that works (or doesn’t).  

B. Don’t go it alone. Writing can be a lonely undertaking. Join a writers group, take a class, find a 
writing buddy, or work with a coach or editor. If you are interested, in addition to writing 
memoir, I have taught memoir, and help aspiring memoirists in the role of coach and editor. 
Contact me peter@petergibb.org or visit my web site, www.petergibb.org for more 
information. 

C. Keep writing, but don’t push too hard. If you feel really stuck, take a break, set your writing 
aside, refresh yourself, return renewed. 

D. By all means, get feedback on your writing. But remember that ultimately, this is your book. 
Write your story the way you want to tell it. Listen to all voices, but be true to one: yours. 
 
Thanks for subscribing to my blog. I hope you enjoy it. Please let me hear from you. 
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